!
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS REGARDING RISE SC and TEXANS SC MERGER
1. How will the merger affect the team that I am currently rostered on for 2019?
There will be no change to the team or your roster spot for the remainder of the 2019 season.

2. How will teams be decided in the 2020 season after all the final details of the merger are
completed?
Beginning with the try-outs for the 2019/2020 season, all players will tryout in their local area and will be assigned
to teams formed locally. Except for the ECNL and DA teams which will be formed from players from all locations.

3. Will the name of the new club change from what we currently have?
Yes, The Texans SC will become the RISE SC effective 2019/2020 season. However, the Development Academy
and ECNL will play under the “RISE–Texans” name for a minimum of 1 year.
4. How will the merger affect the use of fields that we have played on in the past?
There will be no impact. RISE SC and Challenge SC worked collaboratively to establish field agreements so you
will still have access to the same playing locations as this year.

5. What happens to coaches/staff?
As RISE SC does not have a geographic presence in the North; most coaches will be offered an opportunity to
remain with the Club. However, the Executive Director will evaluate all coaches at conclusion of
2018/2019 season.

6. As an existing player, will I have to purchase a new uniform next year?
Yes, you will purchase a RISE SC kit. However, we are working collaboratively with Nike to provide a discount and
to reduce the cost of uniforms.

7. Will registration fees change for the 2019/2020 season?
Specific registration fees will be finalized over the next month. However, no material change in dues is anticipated.

8. How will the current soccer boards of directors be affected?
The Board of Directors will include an 8-member team, with representation from RISE and Texans SC.
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